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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a quasi-uniformity on a set X was introduced by 
Nachbin [6]. If X is a nonempty set and % is a filter of subsets of X x X, 
then @P is a quasi-uniformity on X provided that 
(i) d = {(x, zc) 1 x E X} C U for each U E %, 
(ii) if U and V E @, then there is WE %! such that WC U n V, 
(iii) for each U E @, there is V E @ such that I’ 0 V C 0’. 
If % is a quasi-uniformity on a set X, then Yw denotes the topology for X 
generated by @!; and if (X, Y) is a topological space, then @ is said to be 
compatible with (X, Y) provided that .Y = YZZ . 
Let X be a set and let 9 be a quasi-uniformity on X. A base 33 for % is 
transitive provided that for each B E 93, B 0 B = B. A quasi-uniformity 
with a transitive base is called a transitive quasi-unzformity. Every topological 
space has a finest compatible transitive quasi-uniformity which we call the 
fine transitive quasi-uniformity [2, Corollary to Theorem 21. Some of the 
results of this paper might be helpful in answering the following problems 
concerning the fine transitive quasi-uniformity: 
(1) Is the fine transitive quasi-uniformity of a topological space necessarily 
complete ? 
(2) Is the fine transitive quasi-uniformity of a topological space necessarily 
the fine quasi-uniformity ? 
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The second section of this paper is concerned with transitive quasi- 
uniformities which have the Lebesgue property. We show that a topological 
space (X, 9) has a compatible transitive quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue 
property if and only if every open cover of X has an open refinement B!’ 
such that for each x E X, n {U ~9 : x E U} E .Y. Topological spaces with 
this property were introduced in [9] where they were called spaces with 
property Q, but at the suggestion of R. Arens we have renamed them ortho- 
compact spaces.l Section 3 is concerned with transitive quasi-uniformities 
with a countable base. We give a quasi-metrization theorem and show by 
example that our theorem improves upon the corresponding result of [7] 
and [lo]. In the last section, which is the only section of this paper that 
involves nonstandard analysis, we show that the monad of a quasi-uniformity 
on X is a pseudoreflexive, pseudotransitive relation on X* and obtain a 
complete characterization of the monad of the fine quasi-uniformity for a 
topological space. 
A general introduction to quasi-uniform spaces may be found in [5]. 
2. TRANSITIVE QUASI-UNIFORMITIES WITH THE LEBESGUE PROPERTY 
DEFINITION [8]. Let (X, %) b e a quasi-uniform space. A filter 9 on X 
is a Cauchy filter on X provided that for each U E % there exists p E X such 
that U(p) E F. The quasi-uniform space (X, @) is complete provided that 
each Cauchy filter converges in Y% . 
DEFINITION. A quasi-uniform space (X, %) has the Lebesgue property 
provided that for each Ye-open cover V of X there exists U E @ such that 
{U(x) : x E X} is a refinement of g. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (X, @) be a quasi-uniform space with the Lebesgue 
property. Then (X, %) is complete. 
Proof. Ley 9 be a Cauchy filter on X and suppose that 9 does not 
converge. For each x E X, there exists U, E & such that U,(x) $9. For 
each x E X, choose one such U, and let V = {int[U,(x)] : x E X}. There 
exists U G @ such that {U(x) : x E X} refines %?. Since 9 is a Cauchy filter 
there exists p E X such that U(p) E 9. Th en V n 9 # ,D . This contradicts 
the method by which the elements of % were chosen. 
1 According to R. Arens the terms metacompact and orthocompact are suggested 
by the conventional terminology for the symmetries of a benzene ring, AB ortho- 
phenol, AB meta-phenol and AB para-phenol. 
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DEFINITION [9]. A topological space (X, F) is orthocompact provided 
that if %? is an open cover of X there is an open refinement B of % such that 
if x E X then n {U E W : x E U} E Y. For notational convenience throughout 
this paper if %! is an open cover of X and x E X we denote n {U E 2 : x E [-:I~ 
by A,? 
THEOREM 2.2. A topological space (X, Y) has a compatible transitive 
quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue property if and only if it is orthocompact. 
Proof. Let (X, Y) be a topological space, let @ be a compatible transitive 
quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue property, and let V be an open cover of X. 
There is U E %, which without loss of generality we may assume to be a 
transitive relation on X, such that {U(x) : x E X} refines %?. Let 
9=(U(x):xEX}. 
We note that B is an open refinement of %. Let z E X and let 
Let q E U(p) and let x E X. Suppose that z E U(x). Then p E U(x) so that 
q E U(p) C U 0 U(x) = U(x). Consequently q E A,” so that U(p) C A,“. 
It follows that A,% E r. 
Now let (X, 7) be an orthocompact space, let % be the fine transitive 
quasi-uniformity and let V? be an open cover of X. There is an open refinement 
% of %? such that for each x E X, AZ8 E Y. Let U = u {{x} x A;% : x E X}. 
Then U E @ [4, Corollary to Theorem 21. Clearly 
is an open refinement of V. Hence (X, a) has the Lebesgue property. 
COROLLARY [2, Theorem 31. The fine transitive quasi-uniformity of an 
orthocompact space is complete. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. A topological space which is not orthocompact but whose 
fine transitive quasi-uniformity is its fine quasi-uniformity and is complete. 
Let X = (0, 2) and let Y be the topology for X having 
S = {(I - I/n, 2 - l/n] : n is a positive integer} 
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as a subbase. For each positive integer m let 
u, = (j [(l - l/72, 1 - l/n + l] x (1 - l/n, l] u X 
x (1 - l/m, l] U (2 - l/n, 2 - l/n + 1] x (1 - l/m, 2 - l/n + l]] 
and let 4 be the quasi-uniformity for which {U,};,, is a base. Suppose that 
U, V are elements of the fine quasi-uniformity such that I’ 0 V C U and that h 
is a positive integer such that (1 - 1 /h, 1] C V( 1). For each y E X, ( y, 1) E V 
so that for eachyEXand each x~(l -l/h, I], (y,x)~Vo VCU. Con- 
sequently U, C U and it follows that % is the fine quasi-uniformity. Since for 
each positive integer m, U, 0 U,,, = U,,, , it also follows that @ is the fine 
transitive quasi-uniformity. Suppose that 9 is a Cauchy filter. For each 
positive integer m there is x, E X such that U,Jx,) E 9’. If x, < 1 for some 
positive integer m, then 9 converges to 4. If for each positive integer 
m, x, > 1, then {& Ui(x,) : z = 1, 2,...} is a base for the neighborhood 
filter of xi and 9 converges to x. Thus (X, @) is complete. 
It is clear that (X, r) is not orthocompact since S itself has no refinement W 
such that A,@ E r. 
We omit the proof of the following observation. 
THEOREM 2.3. Every closed subset of an orthocompact space is orthocompact. 
3. TRANSITIVE QUASI-UNIFORMITIES WITH A COUNTABLE BAKE 
The Nagata-Smirnov metrization theorem suggests the following quasi- 
metrization theorem which was proved independently by Norman [7, Theo- 
rem 21 and Sion and Zelmer [lo, Theorem 2.21: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, 9) be a topological space. If F has a u-point 
finite base, then there exists a quasi-metric p which generates F. 
DEFINITION. Let (X, Y) be a topological space and let V be a collection 
of open sets such that if x EX, then n{CE% : x E%?} ET. Then V is a 
Q-collection. If %? is an open cover of X, then V is a Q-cover of X. 
DEFINITION. Let (X, Y) be a topological space and let 6B be a base for 9. 
If there exists a sequence {.5@!i}T=“;=1 of Q-collections such that a = UC1 k@‘i , 
then a is a a-Q-base for 9. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, F) be a TI topological space. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
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(i) There exists a a-Q-base for 5. 
(ii) (X, 7) is generated by a non-Archimedean quasi-metric p. 
(iii) (X, 7) has a compatible transitive quasi-uniformity with a countable 
base. 
Proof. 
(i) =+ (ii). Let ~3 = u {~!i}~~“=l be a a-Q-base for T. For x, y E X and 
x # y let p(x, y) = 1/2i where i is the least positive integer j such that 
y $ n (33 E 9Yj : x E a} = Afj. Define p(x, x) = 0. If p(x, y) < 1 /2i and 
p( y, z) < I /2i, tb for 1 < k < i, y E A$ and z E A> so that p(x, z) < 1 /2i. 
Thus for x, y, z E X, p(x, z) < max{p(x, y), p(y, x)}. Therefore p is a non- 
Archimedean quasi-metric, and p is compatible, since for each x E X and each 
positive integer i, 
A A,“j C {y : p(x, y) < 1/2i} C A:‘. 
i=l 
(ii) * (iii). For each positive integer n, let 
u, = {(x, y) E x x x : p(x, y) < l/n}. 
Then 9 = { U,}E=, is a transitive base for a compatible quasi-uniformity on X. 
(iii) 3 (i). Let {U,}~zl be a transitive base for a compatible quasi- 
uniformity for (X, 9). As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, it follows that for 
each positive integer i, Bi = (U,(x) : x E X} is a Q-cover of X. Thus 
B = Uy=, ~23~ is a a-Q-base for 9. 
Let (R,Y) be the Sorgenfrey line. For each rational number q let 
aq = {[x, q) : .rc < q}. Then u {Sg : q is rational} is a o-Q-base for 9; 
nevertheless there does not exist a o-point finite base for dp [lo, Example 3.21 
It follows that Theorem 3.1 does not give a necessary condition for quasi- 
metrizability. We do not know if Theorem 3.2 provides necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for quasi-mertizability. The problem is equivalent to 
the following question. 
Question. If (X, 9) is a topological space with a compatible quasi- 
uniformity with a countable base, does (X, Y) have a compatible quasi- 
uniformity with a countable transitive base ? 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (X, F) be a TI topological space. Then (X, 9) satisjies 
the second axiom of countability if and only if there is a compatible totally bounded 
transitive quasi-uniformity with a countable base. 
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Proof. Let g be a countable base for 9. Then 
{(Gx G)u[(X-G) xX]:GEB} 
is a subbase for the required compatible quasi-uniformity. 
Now suppose that % is a compatible, totally bounded transitive quasi- 
uniformity for (X, Y) and that @ has a countable base V. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that 9’” is also a transitive base. Let V E V. Then 
there is a positive integer n and a collection of subsets {Ai}~=, of X such that 
lJy=, Ai = X and (Jy=r Ai x Ai C V. Let i be a positive integer with 
1 < i < n and let x, y E Ai . Let z E V(x). Then since (x, z) E V and 
(y, x) E A, x Ai C V, (y, z) E V2 = V so that z E V(y). Thus if x, y E Ai 
it follows that V(x) = V(y). Consequently {V(x) : V E V, x E X} is a 
countable subbase for Y, and (X, 9) satisfies the second axiom of count- 
ability. 
DEFINITION [12]. A quasi-metric space (X, d) is a strong quasi-metric 
space provided that & 3 Yd-l . 
THEOREM 3.4. Every orthocompact Moore space is a strongly quasi- 
metrizable space which is generated by a transitive quasi-uniformity with a 
countable base. 
Proof. The proof follows without change from the proof of [12, Theorem 
3.21. 
In [12], Stoltenberg asks if every normal Hausdorff strongly quasi-metriz- 
able space is metrizable. If the answer to this question is yes, then it follows 
from Theorem 3.4 that a normal Moore space is metrizable if and only if it is 
orthocompact. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. An orthocompact Moore space which is not metacompact. 
Let X be the set of real numbers and for each irrational x choose a sequence 
{xi} of rationals converging to x in the Euclidean topology. For each irrational 
x and each positive integer n, let U,(x) = {xi}& u {x} and for each rational 
x let U,(x) = {x}. Let 7 be the topology for which 99 = {U,(x) : x E X, n 3 l> 
is a base. Then 9 is the rational sequence topology [ll, Example 651. It is 
evident that (X, Y) is orthocompact and it is shown in [I l] that (X, Y) is not 
metacompact. Let {qi)TTI be an enumeration of the rationals and for each 
positive integer n, let Qn = {qI , q2 ,..., qn}. For each positive integer n and 
each x E X let v&n) be the least positive integer j such that Qn n U,(x) = 0. 
Let 
9% = {{q} : q EQ} u (U,(x) : x E X - Q; i = v%(n), q.+&) + 1, p=(n) + T...}. 
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Since for each x E X, v,(n + 1) > ad, it follows that for each positive 
integer n, Yn r) Yn+r . Let H be a closed set and let p E X - H. 
Case 1. p is rational. Let m be the least positive integer such that p E Q,,, 
If G E Y,,, such that p E G, then G = {p} so that G n H ~2 a. 
Case 2. p is irrational. There is a positive integer j such that 
Uj(x) n H := o and there is a positive integer n such that if p E G E 9, then 
G C UOzcnj(zc) C D;(x) so that G n H = o. 
It follows that {g%‘n> is a development for (X, 9). Consequently, (X, F) 
is a Moore space. As might be expected (X, F) is a Tychonoff space which is 
not normal. Moreover 7 has a u-Q base but does not have a u-point 
finite base. 
4. QUASI-UNIFORMITIES AND NONSTANDARD ANALYSIS 
Throughout this section we adopt the notation, terminology and setting 
of [4]. 
A quasi-order on a set X is a reflexive transitive relation of X. Although 
Theorem 2 of [2] as well as the results of [6] suggest that there is a fundamental 
relationship between quasi-uniformities and quasi-orders, the symbiotic 
relationship between quasi-uniformities and quasi-orders can best be expres- 
sed by restating a result of W. A. J. Luxemburg in terms of quasi-uniform 
spaces. 
THEOREM 4.1 [3, Theorem 3.9.11. A filter 9 of subsets of X x X defines 
a quasi-uniformity on X rf and only if its monad ~(9) is a * quasi-order on X*. 
COROLLARY. Let (X, F) be a topological space, let @ be a compatible quasi- 
uniformity for (X, 9) and let x E X. Then p(e) (x) = y&x). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, F) be a topological space and let @ be a compatible 
quasi-uniformity for (X, 9). Then @ is the universal quasi-uniformity for 
(X,~)ifandonlyif~(%)=u{{x} x~~(~):~EX}U*II. 
Proof. Let (X, y) and (y, z)* E u {{xl x p.,-(x) : x E X} U* d. If either 
x or y$X, then (x,z)Eu{{x} x &x) :xtX].U*d. If {x,yjCX, then 
y E am = CL(%) (zc) and z E pLg(y) = p(e) (y). By Theorem 3.1, p(a) is a 
transitive relation so that z E II(@) 0 CL(%) (zc) = p(e) (zc) = p&x). Thus 
u ({x} x am : x E X} u * d is a * quasi-order on *X and since the topology 
on X is completely determined by the monads of the elements of X, it is 
clear that this * quasi-order is the monad of a compatible quasi-uniformity 
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4 for (X, Y). Let V be a compatible quai-uniformity for (X, Y). Since Y” 
is compatible, if x E X, then p(V) (x) = am = CL(%) (x). By Theorem 4.1, 
*d C p(V). It follows that V C @ and hence that @ is the universal quasi- 
uniformity for (X, 9). 
COROLLARY. Let (X, F) be a T,-space and let +Y be the universal quasi- 
uniformity for (X, 9). Then (X, Z&-1) is the discrete topology. 
Proof. For each x E X, pYeml(x) C X and consequently pYeml(x) = {x}. 
The above corollary may be proved by standard techniques by first making 
use of the fact that the universal quasi-uniformity contains the Pervin 
quasi-uniformity. The nonstandard approach, however, appears to be con- 
siderably more direct. 
It is well known that if 9 is a Cauchy filter of a uniform space which has a 
cluster point p, then 9 converges to p. This result does not generalize to 
quasi-uniform spaces. Thus in [5] a quasi-uniform space is called complete 
provided that every Cauchy filter has a cluster point, while in [S] a quasi- 
uniform space is called complete only if every Cauchy filter converges. A 
similar problem arises in nonstandard analysis. We call a point a E *X 
approachabZe provided that fil { a is a Cauchy filter. For uniform spaces this } 
definition is equivalent to the usual definition of approachable (pre-near- 
standard) [4, Lemma 7.3.31. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (X, B) be a quasi-uniform space. If (X, a!) is complete 
in the sense of [8], then every approachable point is near standard; and ;f every 
approachable point is near standard, then (X, %) is complete in the sense of [5]. 
Proof. Suppose first that every Cauchy filter converges and let a be an 
approachable point. Then fil {a} converges to a standard point p so that 
a E I-L (fil ia>) C we(P). C onsequently a is near standard. 
Now suppose that every approachable point is near standard and let 9 
be a Cauchy ultrafilter on X. Then there is a E *X such that p(F) = TV (fil {a}) 
[4, p. 211. Thus fil ( a } is a Cauchy filter and it follows that there is p E X such 
that a E am*. Evidently ~(9) = /.L (fil {a}) C am*. Consequently, 9 
converges to p. 
The following is a generalization of [3, Theorem 3.13.11 and the proof 
follows without change from the proof of [4, Theorem 7.4.51. 
THEOREM 4.4. A quasi-uniform space is precompact if and only if every * 
point is approachable. 
COROLLARY [S, Theorem 2.21. A quasi-uniform space is compact if and onb 
if it is precompact and complete in the sense of [8]. 
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